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ABSTRACT
Ensuring the correctness of programmable data planes is important. Testing offers comprehensive correctness checking, including detecting both code bugs and non-code bugs. However, scalability is a key challenge for testing production-scale data planes to achieve high coverage. This paper presents Meissa, a scalable network testing system for programmable data planes with full path coverage. The core of Meissa is a domain-specific code summary technique that simplifies the control flow graph of a data plane program for scalable testing without sacrificing coverage. Code summary decomposes a data plane program into individual pipelines, and summarizes each pipeline with a succinct representation. We formally prove that Meissa with code summary achieves 100% path coverage. We use both open-source and production-scale data plane programs to evaluate Meissa. The evaluation shows that (i) Meissa is able to test production-scale data plane programs that cannot be supported by state-of-the-art efforts, and (ii) besides P4 code bugs, Meissa is able to not only identify known non-code bugs, but also detect previously-unknown non-code bugs. We also share in this paper several real cases tested by Meissa in a production programmable data plane.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Formal language definitions; • Networks → Programmable networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bugs are detrimental to the performance, functionality, and reliability of production networks. Data plane programs used in production networks are highly complex. They compose many different match-action tables to implement a variety of functionalities with complex control flows. Despite the success of recent P4 program verification efforts [27, 56, 76, 79], program verification is fundamentally limited to code bugs, and cannot detect non-code bugs caused by the underlying target or toolchain.

Testing [19, 24, 53, 65, 72, 81, 87] offers comprehensive correctness checking, including detecting both code bugs and non-code bugs. The basic idea of testing is to generate input-output test cases for a given implementation, and then execute the implementation with each input to check if the actual output matches the desired output. In the context of testing network data planes, input-output test cases are generated in terms of input-output test packets. Input packets are injected into the switch and the output packets are captured to check whether they match the desired ones. Compared to program verification, because testing executes compiled data plane programs with test cases on actual hardware targets, it can detect non-code bugs in addition to code bugs.

Scalability is, however, a key challenge when applying testing to large-scale programs. To thoroughly test a program, it is desirable to generate a test case to cover every execution path. But the number of possible paths grows exponentially with the size of a program, which is widely known as the path explosion problem in the literature of software testing [20, 51, 75, 83, 84]. With regard to our problem, the advancements in research and practice of programmable networks have significantly increased the complexity of data plane programs. Modern data plane programs used in production networks span multiple pipelines and even multiple switches (§2), which are beyond the reach of standard testing techniques. As a concrete example, a data plane program used in our production networks has $O(10^4)$ lines of P4 code and $O(10^{197})$ possible paths. While existing work has applied testing to data planes [18, 28, 61, 68], they are not scalable to large data plane programs due to path explosion (§5).

In this paper, we present Meissa, a scalable network testing system for programmable data planes with full path coverage. Meissa scales to large multi-switch multi-pipeline data plane programs, which enables network developers and operators to test complex data plane programs used in real-world networks. More importantly, Meissa achieves so without sacrificing coverage. Meissa is a
rigorous approach that provides 100% path coverage guarantees, and is able to identify both code bugs and non-code bugs.

The core of Meissa is a domain-specific technique which we name code summary to simplify the control flow graph (CFG) of a data plane program for scalable testing without sacrificing coverage. Code summary exploits the structure of large multi-switch multi-pipeline data plane programs to decompose a data plane program into individual pipelines. It summarizes the CFG of each pipeline with a succinct representation, which significantly reduces the number of paths in each pipeline and addresses the path explosion problem for testing multi-switch multi-pipeline programs. The summarization is based on the observation that, only a small fraction of the paths in the CFG derived from a data plane program are valid (i.e., the end of a path can be reached by a packet) and thus need to be covered. At a high level, the summarization removes invalid paths, and compactly encodes each valid path with its constraints and variable values.

Code summary leverages two mechanisms— intra-pipeline redundancy elimination and inter-pipeline public pre-condition filtering— that combine local and global information to summarize the CFG of a pipeline. Intra-pipeline redundancy elimination analyzes the CFG of an individual pipeline, and removes invalid paths stemming from the code logic of the pipeline itself. Inter-pipeline pre-condition filtering analyzes the paths from the entry point of the program to the target pipeline, and identifies the common conditions shared by these paths, which we call public pre-conditions of the target pipeline. Then Meissa filters the paths in the target pipeline that cannot be satisfied under the public pre-conditions. Code summary does not affect the code coverage properties. We formally prove that Meissa with code summary achieves 100% path coverage (§3.4).

We note that similar ideas like code summary have been proposed [33, 67] to generate test cases for general-purpose imperative languages. However, they are mainly targeted at programs featuring function calls and object-oriented programming, where the vertical composition of components renders it hard to simplify lower-layer library functions. In comparison, this paper focuses on programmable data planes, where components follow a pipelined layout both logically and on the implementation level. More specifically, we observe that engineers tend to design the data plane such that packets belonging to the same workload follow similar sequences of table execution, and hit the same entries in most tables. Meissa leverages this horizontal composition of components and adopts novel domain-specific techniques to significantly simplify each individual pipeline before generating test cases for the entire program.

We have implemented Meissa and used it in production. We use both open-source and production-scale data plane programs to evaluate Meissa. The evaluation shows that (i) Meissa is able to test production-scale data plane programs that cannot be supported by state-of-the-art efforts, and (ii) besides P4 code bugs, Meissa is able to not only identify known non-code bugs, but also detect previously-unknown non-code bugs. We also share our deployment experience with several real cases tested by Meissa in a production programmable data plane, including checksum fail-to-update, bf-p4c backend bug C (setValid), and misuse of optimization pragmas.

Finally, there is a common sentiment that while testing is more comprehensive in terms of the types of bugs it can detect, it is generally considered to have less coverage than verification. In this paper, we show that in the context of programmable data planes, testing is able to achieve full path coverage by the design of our domain-specific code summary technique. We further implement a practical system, perform an extensive evaluation, and deploy Meissa in production to demonstrate this point.

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Testing Data Plane Programs

Bugs affect the performance and functionality of production networks, and even turn down the entire network. Finding bugs is critical for the development process of data plane programs. Despite the success of recent data plane program verification systems [27, 56, 76, 79], they are fundamentally limited to code bugs. Non-code bugs cannot be detected by verification efforts. Ruffy et al. [68] reported 59 bugs from P4C, 5 bugs from BMv2, and 32 bugs from bf-p4c. Issues caused by the underlying target or toolchain (e.g., compiler and driver API) are especially frustrating and difficult to debug. For example, in a real service failure event occurred in our production network, the operators observed incorrect parsing results in the data plane led to memory fault in the control plane, making the entire gateway load balancing service (implemented in P4) down. Sadly, the P4 program running on this failed gateway has been carefully verified. In many-hour analysis and troubleshooting, the operators localized the problem with the vendor’s help—it was caused by a bug in the P4 compiler. Because of incomplete bug checking, verification does not check whether the program hits a compiler bug.

Testing data plane programs. In order to comprehensively guarantee the correctness of programmable data planes, we decided to build a testing system. In principle, testing techniques generate input-output test cases for a given implementation and tests whether the implementation can pass them. In the context of programmable data planes, the inputs and outputs are packets, and testing a data plane program is to inject input packets to a switch and test whether the output packets match the desired behaviors.

Manually generating test cases for a production-scale data plane is not practical. A typical automatic program test case generation approach is to construct a CFG and then enumerate the paths in the CFG [8, 18, 61]. For each path, symbolic execution can be used to traverse the path and check whether the path is valid, i.e., whether the end of the path can be reached by an input. For a valid path, symbolic execution can be used to generate a test case template, which specifies the pattern of inputs that can trigger this path and the pattern of outputs at the end of the path. One or more input-output test cases can be generated based on the template for a path.

2.2 Key Challenge: Scalability

Scalability is a key challenge for testing data plane programs. Real-world data plane programs implement a wide variety of features and protocols [7, 46, 59, 62, 95]. Innovations in networking are continuously producing new features and protocols [15, 52, 55, 101, 102].
Data plane programs do not simply contain a single forwarding table with longest-prefix matching. Instead, each feature or protocol includes one or more match-action tables, and a data plane program uses a complex control flow to compose many features and protocols that controls which set of tables is used to process an arrival packet and in which order.

In addition, modern switching ASICs have multiple ingress and egress pipelines connected by a traffic manager, which allows users to develop increasingly complex data plane programs. When a packet leaves an ingress pipeline, it can be sent to any egress pipeline via the traffic manager, and when it leaves an egress pipeline, it can go back to one of the ingress pipelines via internal loopback. A production data plane program can compose multiple pipelines together to implement more functionalities and utilize more hardware resources. For example, Figure 1 shows two multi-pipeline switches for a production edge network scenario. Each switch has two ingress pipelines and two egress pipelines. Ingress pipeline 0 and egress pipeline 0 implement custom gateway functionalities for encapsulation, decapsulation and statistics. Ingress pipeline 1 and egress pipeline 1 implement standard switch functionalities [7]. The packets of flow A are processed by multiple pipelines in switch 0, following a path ingress 0 → egress 1 → ingress 1 → egress 0. The scale of such a multi-pipe data plane program is in the order of O(1K) to O(10K) lines of P4 code (§5). It is challenging to test these complex data plane programs.

Even worse, production networks deploy multi-switch data plane programs, where the functionalities of a data plane can span multiple pipelines across multiple switches. Multi-switch data planes are deployed due to operational needs for reliability and performance and the constraints of hardware resources of a single switch. In Figure 1, the two switches form a multi-switch multi-pipeline data plane for our production edge network. The traffic is split between the two switches, which increases the total bandwidth. While flow A is only processed by switch 0, flow B is processed by switch programs (§5).

Figure 1: An example multi-switch multi-pipeline data plane.

Figure 2: An overview of Meissa architecture.

3 MEISSA DESIGN

Meissa overview. Figure 2 presents an overview for Meissa’s workflow. Developers express their high-level intents with LPI (Language for programmable network Intent) [79]. LPI is a state-of-the-art declarative specification language used to describe interesting properties of programmable data planes. Meissa takes (i) a specification expressed in LPI, (ii) a data plane program in P4, and (iii) a table rule set as inputs, and encodes them into a control flow graph (§3.1) by the frontend (§4). Then, our domain-specific code summary (§3.3) technique simplifies the control flow graph. After that, our test case generation framework (§3.2) produces test case templates with 100% path coverage. Finally, our test driver (§4) injects test packets to the switches under test, and compares the actual output packets with the expected ones. Meissa reports passed and failed test cases to the developer as the testing result. We formally prove that Meissa achieves 100% path coverage (§3.4).

3.1 Control Flow Graph (CFG)

Meissa converts a data plane program to an intermediate representation for test case generation. The intermediate representation
∀i < k, v_{π_i} ∈ V ∧ v_{π_k} ∈ succ(v_{π_i}), such that each step in the path follows the succ relation,

\[ v_{π_i} = v_0 ∧ succ(v_{π_k}) = \emptyset. \]

Π(G) denotes the set of all possible paths in G.

Concrete execution in the CFG: valid path. We use s to denote a concrete execution state, which is a mapping from header field variables to their corresponding concrete values

\[ s ∈ field_id → int. \]

Figure 4 depicts the evaluation rules along a path. The evaluation of an action statement results in an updated state. The predicate statement is simply skipped if its condition evaluates to true. Otherwise, there is no valid rule for evaluating a false predicate, i.e.,

\[ \text{execute rest statements.} \]

The execution does not make sense if the guarding condition is not met. Finally, the evaluation along a path consists of sequential evaluation of the corresponding statement of each node.

Definition 2 (Valid path in a CFG). A valid path in a CFG, G(V, v_0, succ, code), is a possible path π, such that there exists a concrete initial state that evaluates along this path

\[ valid_path(π, G) ≡ (π ∈ Π(G) ∧ ∃s_1, s_2, (π, s_1) → s_2) \]

3.2 Basic Test Case Generation Framework

Meissa employs symbolic execution [50] to analyze the CFG and generate test cases. The basic idea amounts to enumerating all possible paths in the CFG. For each path, Meissa evaluates the effects of its execution using symbolic values and checks whether the conjunction of all guard conditions is satisfiable or not, i.e., whether the path is valid or not. Meissa generates a test case template to produce input packets that execute along each valid path. Figure 5 demonstrates (non-exhaustively) different path patterns and their satisfiability.

- Figure 5(a) is a valid path, e.g., when dstIP is 127.1.2.3, the condition evaluates to True. This pattern can be seen in the execution of a table, where the action is performed after key matches.
- Figure 5(b) is an invalid path because dstIP == 192.168.0.1 evaluates to False after assigning 192.168.0.1 to dstIP. This is a common pattern where a table matches on keys that are modified by a previous action.
- Figure 5(c) is an invalid path because srcPort == 80 ∧ srcPort == 443 cannot hold. This pattern is common among adjacent branching conditions or tables.

Meissa uses depth-first search (DFS) to search for all possible paths in the CFG. Notice that the choice of enumeration methods (DFS, breadth-first search, etc.) is orthogonal to the design of Meissa.

Symbolic execution in the CFG. During the symbolic execution along a possible path, Meissa maintains two stacks, the value stack V and the condition stack C. V maps each header field to either a concrete value or a symbolic arithmetic expression, and C is a boolean expression representing constraints on symbolic variables.

\[ V ∈ field_id → aexp \]

\[ C := bexp \]

Figure 6 depicts how the above two variables are updated along a possible path. Here, [V]a denotes the result of substituting all variables in expression a with values defined by V. For action statements, Meissa updates V to record the variable’s current value. For
Algorithm 1 Basic Test Case Generation with DFS

1: function DFS(node)
2:   if node.type == PREDICATE then
3:     C.update(node)
4:     if Z3.solve(C, V) == SATISFIABLE then
5:       if node.children == null then
6:         GeneratetestCaseTemplate()
7:       else
8:         for child ∈ node.children do
9:           DFS(child)
10:     end
11:   else if node.type == ACTION then
12:     V.update(node)
13:     if node.children == null then
14:       GeneratetestCaseTemplate()
15:     else
16:       for child ∈ node.children do
17:         DFS(child)
18:     end
19:     V.restore()

Validity checking of a path is done by feeding the accumulated guard conditions to an SMT solver (e.g., Z3). If they are satisfiable, a test case template is generated for this particular path. For example, the test case template for Figure 5(a) is dstIP == 127.1.1.1, meaning all inputs satisfying this path will execute along the exact path.

Path pruning with early termination. As shown in the Symbolic evaluation along a possible path.

\[
\begin{align*}
V[id] & \rightarrow V(id) & \text{Subst-var} \\
V[val] & \rightarrow v & \text{Subst-int} \\
V[a_1] & \rightarrow a_1' & \text{Subst-aexp} \\
V[a_1 \circ a_2] & \rightarrow a_1' \circ a_2' & \text{Sym. action} \\
\ldots & & \\
V[b_1] & \rightarrow b_1' & \text{Sym. predicate} \\
\langle \text{assume } b_1; (V, C) \rangle & \rightarrow (V, C) & \text{Sym. predicate} \\
\langle \text{code}(v), (V_1, C_1) \rangle & \rightarrow (V_2, C_2) & \text{Sequential sym. eval}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6: Symbolic evaluation along a possible path.

Whether the node type is a predicate or action (line 2 and 11), Meissa updates the condition stack C or value stack V, respectively (line 3 and 12). When the search reaches a leaf node of the graph, Meissa generates a test case template (line 5-6 and 13-14). Otherwise, Meissa visits each child node of the current node (line 7-9 and 15-17). Early termination is implemented by checking the satisfiability at each predicate node in the DFS and only proceeds if the path is satisfiable (line 4). Finally, Meissa restores the stacks and backtracks to other branches (line 10 and 18).

A potential drawback of early termination is that it may result in more calls to the SMT solver, and thus more overhead. This concern is addressed by adopting incremental solving, supported by state-of-the-art SMT solvers [12, 26], which allows users to push (save) and pop (restore) conditions. Meissa pushes an additional constraint into the SMT solver on a predicate node, and pops when it backtracks. The solver reuses intermediate results from previous invocations since most constraints stay the same.

3.3 Code Summary

The basic test case generation framework works for a single pipeline. However, production-scale data plane programs often consist of multiple switches with multiple pipelines. The composition of pipelines compounds the complexity of the search space exponentially, rendering its test case generation intractable. We develop a domain-specific code summary technique to address this scalability issue.

Key ideas. At a high level, code summary decomposes a data plane program to individual pipelines, and summarizes the CFG of each pipeline with a succinct representation to address the path explosion problem. For each pipeline, Meissa significantly reduces its number of possible paths by pruning (non-exhaustively) invalid ones, such that the composition of pipelines becomes tractable.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of test case generation from $O(n^k)$ to $O(kn)$, where $k$ denotes the number of pipelines and $n$ denotes the number of possible paths within each pipeline. A detailed analysis is in Appendix A.

Code summary leverages two mechanisms to summarize the CFG of each pipe, which are intra-pipeline redundancy elimination and inter-pipeline public pre-condition filtering. (i) Intra-pipeline redundancy elimination analyzes the CFG of an individual pipeline, and eliminates invalid paths that stem from the code logic of the pipeline itself. Consider a pipeline with a table `ip4_host` followed by a table `mac_agent` as shown in Figure 7a. `ip4_host` sets `egressPort` according to `dstIP`, and `mac_agent` sets `dstMAC` according to `egressPort`. There are 100 rules in each of the two tables, resulting in 10,000 possible paths in total. However, only 100 paths are valid, because after assigning `egressPort` in `ip4_host`, only one rule in `mac_agent` can be matched. Figure 7b is the summarized CFG of this example which reduces the paths from $n = 10,000$ to $m = 100$. (ii) Inter-pipeline public pre-condition filtering analyzes all paths from the entry point of the program to a given pipeline, and identifies public pre-conditions that all paths have in common. Then, it uses the public pre-conditions to prune paths in the given pipeline. Figure 8 shows an example where `proto == TCP` is a public pre-condition for all paths to the pipeline. Since the predicate `proto == UDP` can never satisfy, all paths following this node are discarded. Together, the two techniques leverage both local and global information to reduce the overall search space.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of test case generation with code summary. Since we retain information about the entry and exit of each pipeline, the algorithm first identifies each pipeline in the CFG, performs topological sort on them (line 2), and sets the order for subsequent processing (line 3-23). This ensures that a pipeline is summarized if and only if all its predecessor pipelines are already summarized.

To summarize a pipeline, the algorithm first computes its public pre-conditions (line 4-7). It gathers all valid paths from the entry point of the CFG to that of the pipeline (line 5). Because of the topological sorting, all pipelines along the path are already summarized to reduce the search overhead. Then it merges all valid paths to produce a new pair of value stack $V$ and condition stack $C$ (line 6-7). The intuition is to compute what all these paths entail in common, such that this new state encapsulates all possible states before the merging. Finally, it uses the above public pre-condition as the initial state to perform symbolic execution within the target pipeline, collecting all valid paths in paths (line 8-9).

The algorithm summarizes the pipeline by compactly encoding the valid paths (line 10-23). The encoding of a valid path contains (i) the guard constraints for entering this path, and (ii) the overall effects of executing this path. Computation of the guard constraints is trivial. It is a conjunction of all boolean constraints collected along this path (line 14-15), represented by a predicate node. On the other hand, even though obtaining the overall execution effects through symbolic execution is straightforward, encoding them using a group of action nodes is tricky. For example, assume that the symbolic execution along a path results in a final value stack $V'$, where

$$V'(srcPort) = 10000$$
$$V'(dstPort) = srcPort + 1$$

Naively encoding it as two assignment statements does not work, since it results in assigning 10001 to `dstPort`. This is because $V'$ represents simultaneous updates to multiple variables, while the assignment statements in a CFG lack this kind of atomicity. Instead, Meissa introduces auxiliary variables to address this issue. The above example is encoded as the following statements, where @`srcPort` denotes the value of `srcPort` at the entry of this pipeline.

$$dstPort ← @srcPort + 1$$
$$srcPort ← 10000$$

Concatenating the guard constraints with the overall effects concludes the encoding of one valid path.

After all pipelines are summarized and replaced, the algorithm performs a DFS from the entry point of the CFG using Algorithm 1 to generate test case templates.

### 3.4 Code Coverage Guarantee

An important notion in software testing is code coverage [10], which is a measure of how well a given program is tested. There are several metrics for coverage, including path coverage, branch coverage, statement coverage and method coverage. We focus on path coverage because it is the strongest metric among them and is widely-used to thoroughly test programs in practice. Once we achieve 100% path coverage, we get 100% coverage in other metrics as well. We formally prove that Meissa achieves 100% path coverage.

**Definition 3 (Full path coverage).** A test case generation framework generates a group of inputs for a given CFG G, denoted by a group of constraints $\{\beta_0, \beta_1, ..., \beta_m\}$. Such generation is full-path-coverage if and only if it covers every valid path in G, i.e.,

$$\forall \pi, valid\_path(\pi, G) \implies (\exists k, \forall s, \beta_k(s) \implies \exists s' \in \mathbb{S}, (\pi, s) \rightarrow s')$$

**Basic framework achieves 100% path coverage.** As a baseline, the basic test generation framework (naive DFS) achieves full path coverage. Appendix B formally proves this theorem. In addition to full path coverage, the basic framework also guarantees that each path condition it collects corresponds to a distinct path, such that generating test cases for all path conditions guarantees a full coverage test.

**Code summary achieves full path coverage.** Code summary is an optimization on top of the basic framework that avoids redundant DFS searching within individual pipelines. The intuition
is that, despite that the summary operation prunes possible paths within each pipeline, it preserves all valid ones such that the set of valid paths does not change.

Assume that the switch consists of $n$ pipelines, denoted in topological order as $ppl_1, ppl_2, \ldots, ppl_k$. Each pipeline is a single-entry single-exit subgraph in the CFG G. Pipelines are ordered such that there is no possible path from $ppl_i$ to $ppl_j$ if $i > j$, and Algorithm 2 summarizes each of them following this topological order. We prove the following loop invariant.

**Definition 4** (Summarizing $k$ pipelines preserves all valid paths). We denote the original CFG and the CFG after summarizing $k$ pipelines as $G_0$ and $G_k$, respectively. For each valid path $\pi_0$ in $G_0$ with path condition $C$ and final symbolic state $V$, there must exist a unique valid path in $G_k$ which satisfies the same path condition.

\[
INV(G_0, G_k) \equiv \\
\forall \pi_0, valid\_path(\pi_0, G_0) \land (Vs, C(s) \Rightarrow \langle \pi_0, s \rangle \rightarrow \langle Vs, \pi(s) \rangle) \Rightarrow \\
\exists \pi_k, valid\_path(\pi_k, G_k) \land (Vs, C(s) \Rightarrow \langle \pi_k, s \rangle \rightarrow \langle Vs, \pi(s) \rangle) \Rightarrow
\]

Assuming that such invariant holds for $INV(G_0, G_k)$. We prove that summarizing one more pipeline, $ppl_{k+1}$, preserves the invariant, i.e., $INV(G_0, G_{k+1})$ holds. In particular, we focus on the valid path $\pi_0 \in \Pi(G_0)$ and $\pi_k \in \Pi(G_k)$, and prove the existence of a corresponding valid path $\pi_{k+1} \in \Pi(G_{k+1})$.

We assume that path $\pi_k$ overlaps with $ppl_{k+1}$. Otherwise, it is not affected by the summarization and the invariant trivially holds. Without loss of generality, we partition $\pi_k$ as $v_0 \leadsto v_e \leadsto v_f$, where $v_e$ and $v_f$ denotes the entry and exit points of $ppl_{k+1}$, respectively. We also assume a concrete execution, where the state transitions from $s_0$ to $s_s, s_e, s_f$, respectively.

**Lemma 1** (Public pre-condition encapsulates all valid paths to $v_e$). Any valid concrete execution from $v_0$ to $v_e$ must be included in the public pre-condition. In particular,

\[
C_{pub}(s_0) \land Vd, \left(\bigcup_{i=0}^{k} V_{pub}(s_0)(id) = s_k(id) \land \bigcup_{i=0}^{k} V_{pub}(s_0)(id) = \star\right)
\]

**Proof.** Here, $\bigcup_{i=0}^{k} V_{pub}(s_0)(id) = \star$ means $V_{pub}$ does not specify the value of id. Assume that the transition from $s_0$ to $s_1$ corresponds to path constraint $C_1$ and final symbolic state $V_1$, where $C_1(s_0) \land V_1(s_0) = s_1$.

- Since $C_{pub}$ only contains constraints from $C_1$ that are common among all valid paths, $C_{pub}(s_0)$ must hold.
- Since $V_{pub}$ only contains assignments from $V_1$ that are common among other paths, it either agrees with $V_s$ or does not specify any value.

**Lemma 2** (Symbolic execution within $ppl_{k+1}$ finds the partial path $v_s \leadsto v_e$ to be valid). Since the basic symbolic execution discovers all valid paths (Appendix B), the proof obligation is to show that $v_s \leadsto v_e$ is indeed valid.

\[
\exists v_0, s_0, (s_0, v_e \leadsto v_e; s_1) \rightarrow s_2
\]

**Proof.** It is trivial to show that $(s_0, v_e \leadsto v_e; s_1) \rightarrow s_2$, since the execution within a CFG is deterministic. Further, by Lemma 1, the initial state $s_0$ satisfies the public pre-condition $(C_{pub}, V_{pub})$. Thus, this path is valid and must be discovered by the symbolic execution within $ppl_{k+1}$.

**Lemma 3** (Replacing $ppl_{k+1}$ with its summary preserves the valid path). Though the partial path $v_s \leadsto v_e$ is modified by the summarization, it must still allow the same state transition. We use $v_s \leftarrow v_e$ to denote this summarized path.

\[
\langle v_0, v_e \leftarrow v_e; s_0 \rangle \rightarrow s_e
\]

**Proof.** It is trivial to show that $(s_0, v_e \leadsto v_e; s_1) \rightarrow (s_0 \leftarrow v_e; s_1)$, since the execution before $v_e$ does not change.

By Lemma 2, the state transition from $s_0$ to $s_e$ is discovered by the local symbolic execution within $ppl_{k+1}$, and the overall assignment effect is captured by a final symbolic state. Algorithm 2 encodes this effect such that all action nodes represent changes against $s_k$. Thus, $(s_0 \leftarrow v_e; s_1) \rightarrow s_e$.

As the execution after $v_e$ stays the same, $INV(G_0, G_{k+1})$ holds. This concludes the proof of the loop invariant.

**Corollary 1** (Code summary achieves full path coverage). Given a CFG G, for any valid path $\pi \in \Pi(G)$, it must be discovered by Algorithm 2, and the reported path condition $C$ satisfies the following

\[
Vs, C(s) \Rightarrow (\exists s', (\pi, s) \rightarrow s')
\]

**Proof.** Algorithm 2 sorts and summarizes all pipelines one by one, transforming the original CFG to $G_n$. By the loop invariant proved above (Definition 4), $G_n$ preserves all valid paths and corresponding path constraints from G.

Finally, Algorithm 2 invokes the basic symbolic execution on $G_n$ to output all path constraints. Since any valid path will be
4 IMPLEMENTATION

We have built and deployed Meissa in production. Meissa is implemented in JAVA with 16,000 lines of code (LOC), where 12,500 for frontend (encoding p4 intermediate representation), and 3,500 for backend (test case template generation). Besides P4 programs, our implementation allows the integration of manually-encoded components, such as encoding of DPDK [6] programs. We have used it to test a hardware-software (P4-DPDK) co-designed gateway.

The test driver consists of a sender, a receiver and a checker. The sender reads each test case template and generates concrete packets satisfying these constraints. After these packets are injected to the switch, they follow the corresponding execution path and are captured by the receiver. Each packet carries a unique ID in its payload, such that the checker can relate the sent packet with the received one (or mark as absent). The checker validates packet checksums, checks whether the sent and received packets follow the high-level intent, and reports test results.

Meissa supports recirculation, resubmission, and multi-pipelines, which can be unrolled into an acyclic graph. Most of data plane programs already satisfy this requirement so as to achieve line rate. Operators claim the code and table entry set of each pipeline in the specification. They also depict topology among pipelines and traffic manager policies. Meissa parses the specification, code and table entry sets of each pipeline, encodes them into a directed acyclic control flow graph. Recirculation and resubmission are similar to multi-pipelines, because operators manually name unrolled pipelines. However, Meissa is not able to test stateful behaviors caused by recirculation or resubmission, such as modifying the same register in different rounds.

Hashing is a widely-used P4 functionality, but it is not well supported by the state-of-the-art SMT solvers. Our symbolic execution can not directly push it into condition stack or value stack, because the SMT solver calculate path satisfiability with these two stacks. Thus, we directly calculate hashing results if all keys are constrained with one value, and otherwise leave these fields as arbitrary values. After generating a complete test packet, Meissa verifies whether the keys matches the hash value, and removes unmatched ones.

Although Meissa does not aim to test stateful behaviors implemented with registers and register actions, it still models registers to test stateless register arithmetic behaviors. Meissa’s frontend regards registers as header fields. For example, the register \( \text{reg}[0] \) is modeled as a header field \( \text{REG:reg-POS:0} \). The register action \( \text{hdr.tcp.dst_port = reg[0]} \) is modeled as an action statement \( \text{hdr.tcp.dst_port \leftarrow \text{REG:reg-POS:0}} \). It is worth mentioning that Meissa can only model registers when their indexes are constant. We will discuss our scope detailly in §7.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Methodology

Data Plane Programs. Table 1 shows eight data plane programs used in our evaluation. mTag [17] and switch.p4 [7] are representative open-source programs. Router and ACL are simplified versions of switch.p4. We remove some features from switch.p4 that are not supported by p4ptgen [61] in order to compare Meissa with it. We also use four production-scale data plane programs deployed in our production edge networks. gw-4 uses all eight pipes of two Intel Barefoot Tofino switches, and it is one of the most complex data plane programs in our production practice.

Table rule sets. We generate random table rule sets for Router, mTag, ACL and switch.p4. We collect four table rule sets (set-1, set-2, set-3 and set-4) from actual switches deployed in our production networks for gw-1, gw-2, gw-3 and gw-4. gw-1, gw-2 and gw-3 use parts of table rule sets because of their small scale, while gw-4 fully uses the entire table rule sets. Specifically, set-2 supports twice the number of elastic IP’s than that in set-1, set-3 twice of that in set-2, and set-4 twice of that in set-3. set-4 is more than 200,000 LOC, representing a large table rule set for production programs.

Baselines. We compare Meissa with four baselines, including p4ptgen [61], PTA [18], Gauntlet [68] and Aquila [79]. p4ptgen [61], PTA [18] and Gauntlet [68] are testing solutions, and Aquila [79] is a verification solution. All experiments (based on Meissa and the four baselines) are conducted on a bare metal server with 96 cores and 768 GB memory.

5.2 Experimental Results

Scalability. This experiment evaluates the scalability of Meissa in terms of the time to generate test cases for data plane programs. In this experiment, we use the model-based testing mode of Gauntlet [68], which can generate test cases for a given program. The fuzzing mode of Gauntlet fuzzes small programs to test the P4 compiler, which is not relevant to the goal of testing large-scale data plane programs in this experiment. We modify the model-based testing mode of Gauntlet to traverse all possible table rules to achieve full coverage for fair comparison, instead of ignoring rules and actions in its original Python implementation. Because Gauntlet and p4ptgen do not support custom table rules and other production features, we skip their evaluation on the last four production programs shown in Table 1. PTA [18] requires engineers to handwrite test cases. It is not comparable in this experiment that focuses on the capability to automatically generate test cases for full coverage.

Figure 9 shows that Meissa generates test cases for Router, mTag, ACL and switch.p4 in less than 100 seconds, which is 1.6–400× faster than p4ptgen and Gauntlet. For complex production programs gw-1 and gw-2, Meissa is 22.9× and 26.5× faster than Aquila. For gw-3 and gw-4, Aquila fails to verify them with one-hour time budget, while Meissa generates test cases with full coverage within 150 seconds.

In addition to different programs, we also vary the table rule sets of the programs as the table rule sets also affect the complexity of testing and verifying data plane programs. Because Gauntlet and p4ptgen cannot handle custom table rule sets and Aquila runs out of time on gw-3 and gw-4, we use gw-1 and gw-2 in this experiment. Figure 10 shows the running time of Meissa and Aquila on different table rule sets for gw-1 and gw-2. Meissa is 6.7–41.2× faster than Aquila under different table rule sets.
Effectiveness of code summary. We evaluate the effectiveness of code summary under different programs and table rule sets. Figure 11a shows that code summary reduces the running time of Meissa by 1.2–5.0× when varying the data plane programs. Figure 12a shows that code summary reduces the running time of Meissa by 2.2–4.5× on gw-4 with different table rule sets. Note that the majority of the complexity in gw-4 with set-4 is inside the fifth pipeline ppls, so both Meissa with code summary and Meissa without code summary spend the majority of their time (~80%) on searching in ppls, which reduces the gap between the two compared to other cases. To further understand how code summary improves performance, we show the number of calls to the SMT solver and the number of paths examined by DFS. Figure 11b and Figure 12b show that code summary reduces the number of calls to the SMT solver by 1.8–14.9× for different programs and rule sets. Figure 11c and Figure 12c show that code summary reduces the number of paths in the CFG by 10^60–10^590× for different programs and rule sets.

Finding real bugs. In addition to the formal proof that Meissa achieves 100% path coverage (§3.4), we select 16 representative programs to demonstrate the bug finding capability of Meissa. Table 2 shows these bugs. These bugs are related to a variety of data plane features such as parser, checksum and SALU. These bugs represent a wide range of issues, from basic bugs in the code logic all the way to the bugs in the backend and compiler configurations. All code bugs have been reported to our developers, and all non-code bugs have been reported to the vendor. All bugs have been confirmed and resolved.

Meissa successfully detects bug 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 that can be detected by Aquila. Meissa also detects bug 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 that can be detected by Gauntlet. p4pktgen only tests a small subset of P4 functionalities, and it cannot detect bugs related to P4 compiler. PTA requires handwritten unit tests, and it does not support P4-16 in which bug 7–16 are written. Gauntlet did not detect bug 12–16 before, and it cannot scale to complex production data plane programs. Aquila verifies program logics, so it cannot detect compilation misconfigurations and compiler bugs.

Bugs shown in Table 2 are just a few representative examples in our bug finding evaluation. Besides them, we have used Meissa to test both open-source and production-scale data plane programs that have been evaluated by Aquila in Tian et al. [79]. Meissa has successfully identified all code bugs found by Aquila. Similarly, we have reproduced all compiler bugs found by Gauntlet [68] and these compiler bugs can also be detected by Meissa.

More importantly, Meissa is able to find bug 2, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 that were previously undisclosed. We have deployed Meissa in production and it has detected bug 2, 6, 14, 15, and 16 in our production data plane programs. We discuss bug 6, 14 and 15 in detail in §6.

6 DEPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

Deployment of Meissa. Meissa has been used by our network engineers to test data plane programs in production edge networks for three months. Before Meissa was developed, network engineers maintained a set of test cases, each describing a usage scenario.
Figure 11: Effectiveness of code summary on different data plane programs.

Figure 12: Effectiveness of code summary on different table rule sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Meissa</th>
<th>p4pktgen</th>
<th>PTA</th>
<th>Gauntlet</th>
<th>Aquila</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Routing misconfiguration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unrestricted ACL rules</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Parser wrong logic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ingress wrong logic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wrong deparser emit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Checksum fail-to-update</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-code</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>p4c frontend bug 2147 [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>p4c frontend bug 2343 [5]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug 1 [1]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug 3 [2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug 6 [3]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(incorrect arithmetic comparison)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug B</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(incorrect assignment)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>bf-p4c backend bug C</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(setValid)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Misuse of optimization pragmas</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Missing compilation flags</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of the capability to find bugs of different solutions. All code bugs have been reported to our developers, and all non-code bugs have been reported to the vendor. All bugs have been confirmed and resolved.

corroborated by requirement analysis engineers. A test case was executed by first calling the control plane interface and then invoking tools (e.g., iperf3) to test corresponding data plane behaviors.

After Meissa was deployed, instead of relying on arbitrary tools such as iperf3, network engineers break down the data plane behaviors and instruct Meissa to test each of them. For example, a NAT gateway processes packets going both ways (in and out), supports three protocols (TCP, UDP, and ICMP), and thus results in six sub-cases. For each sub-case, Meissa provides a set of base constraints on the input packet, e.g., a valid IPv4 packet must satisfy ethernet.type == 0x800. Then, network engineers specify test-case-specific constraints, e.g., ipv4.dst_addr must equal the NAT public address. Specifying the end-to-end behavior is also straightforward:
the received packet should contain the same headers as the input, except that certain IP address and port number are updated according to the NAT rule. In this way, it is easy for network engineers without a formal method background to attach Meissa to existing test cases. They benefit from the full-path-coverage testing and indeed discover previously-hidden bugs. We detail three real, representative bugs detected by Meissa in the production deployment.

**Issue #6 in Table 2: Checksum fail-to-update.** Our elastic IP product offloads ingress packet tunneling to a Tofino switch at gateways. In our network, a <IPv4 TCP> packet is encapsulated to a <IPv4-out UDP-out VXLAN-out IPv4-in TCP-in> packet, and then sent to virtual machines. In this case, the inner header's IP and port are modified, so its layer-4 checksum needs to be updated. In order to fit such complex P4 program into the actual hardware, we split the inner checksum update into two pipelines in practice. The ingress calculates the layer-4 checksum. The egress pipeline identifies packet type by header validity, and puts the layer-4 checksum into the corresponding position. However, our engineers forgot to parse inner TCP in the egress pipeline, so inner TCP would never be valid and its checksum would never be updated.

Verification tools such as p4v [56] could not detect this bug, because verifying checksum is not well supported by SMT solvers. Meissa generated test cases that covered the tunnel logic, and reported No Pass due to inner TCP checksum error. Moreover, Meissa’s test report also indicated that inner TCP header is invalid in all paths.

**Issue #14 in Table 2: bf-p4c backend bug C (setValid).** One of our applications of programmable data planes is to implement a custom traffic generator. It takes as input a seed packet, adds some variations, and outputs the altered packet. This program relies on invoking the standard P4 function setValid to alter the output packet structure as desired. However, when the compiled program executes certain program path, the invocation of setValid does not take effect and the corresponding headers remain invalid. As a result, our traffic generator does not work with these kinds of seed packets.

Verification tools such as Aquila [79] and p4v [56] cannot detect this bug, because the code logic is correct. This bug was not detected by the state-of-the-art compiler tester (e.g., Gauntlet [68]) because its model-based testing does not scale to large programs. Our existing test suites did not find this bug, because this program was under early development and lacked comprehensive test cases at that time. As a comparison, Meissa generates test cases for the buggy path and detects inconsistency between the expected output and the actual output. In addition, Meissa concludes that this bug is not in the P4 program’s code logics. Our developers then worked with the vendor to confirm that this was indeed caused by the compiler and finally resolved this issue. The vendor accepted this bug and fixed it in the latest release of P4 compiler. It is worth mentioning that this bug did not appear in previous or later versions of our program.

Our experiences show that many compiler bugs are only triggered by specific versions of programs, and they are hard to reproduce in other programs. Thus, it is important to generate extensive test cases to fully cover the paths of a program.

**Issue #15 in Table 2: Misuse of optimization pragmas.** The ingress pipeline of our elastic IP program encapsulates incoming packets into VXLAN tunnels. Figure 13 shows its logic for processing TCP packets. However, the compiled program does not behave as specified by its P4 code logics. The reason is that, our developers employed optimization pragmas to guide the program’s compilation, which in turn disabled safety checks. As a result, hdr . tcp . ackno overlapped with hdr . innerTcp . srcAddr, while they should hold independent values simultaneously. Thus, nat_encap_ip incorrectly modified ACKNO of TCP header, and nat_encap_tcp propagated this buggy update to inner TCP header.

Verification tools such as Aquila [79] could not detect this bug, because the code logic is correct. This bug was not detected by our existing test cases because it only happened to packets with specific types, and existing tests do not check ACK number. The state-of-the-art P4 compiler tester (e.g., Gauntlet [68]) did not detect this bug before, because its fuzz testing does not provide full coverage and its model-based testing does not scale to programs that are large enough to trigger this bug. Meissa generated test cases for the buggy path, detected an inconsistency between the expected output and the actual output, and implied that this bug was outside of P4 specifications, and the ACK number of the inner TCP packet header was incorrect. With help from Meissa, our developers finally found that this bug was caused by misuse of pragmas. They carefully adjusted pragmas in the program and fixed this bug.

## 7 DISCUSSION

This section clarifies Meissa’s scope and limitations.

**Performance bugs.** One limitation of Meissa is that it does not support detecting performance bugs, i.e., it cannot identify packet patterns that incur long latency or low overall bandwidth. This is because the source code of a data plane program only defines its functional behavior, but not execution time. An execution time analysis relies on the generated binary code and a comprehensive model of the underlying hardware, which is not publicly available. There are tools that synthesize network performance with verification [22, 23, 39], which are orthogonal to Meissa.

**Bug localization.** Once a bug is reported, i.e., a pair of buggy concrete input and output packets (or its absence) is found, Meissa symbolically executes this concrete input and generates a trace that...
shows all executed actions, hit table rules, branching, and assignment statements, along with the values of corresponding arguments at each statement. It also identifies code bugs by comparing the symbolic output packet with user-defined specifications. Then engineers manually review this trace to identify the root cause of this bug. Usually, for code bugs, such a trace is sufficient for its localization. However, for compiler bugs and compilation misconfigurations, engineers need to inject the same input and collect a physical trace from the programmable device to check where the physical execution diverges from its source code.

Testing stateful programs. Meissa does not test the interactive behaviors of stateful programs. In particular, its high-level intent only allows specifying single-packet processing behaviors, and it treats stateful registers as unbounded stateless variables. The reason is twofold. (i) Our production programmable data planes mostly contain stateless processing logic. (ii) Interactive behaviors usually allow infinite packet sequences, which is orthogonal to the full path coverage this paper focuses on. Recent work p4wn [43] uses probabilistic methods to test stateful processing behaviors (without guaranteeing full coverage), which is complementary to Meissa.

Testing control plane behaviors. Meissa does not test control plane behaviors such as BGP peering and MAC learning. Meissa is used to test data planes and static table rules. Moreover, testing control plane behaviors is hard. It is very tricky to model these behaviors and control plane logics are much more complex than data plane logics. We leave it a future work to model interactions between control plane modules and generate test cases.

Checking the program, not the compiler/ASIC. The goal of Meissa is to check the correctness of data plane programs for program developers and network operators. It detects code bugs in programs, and non-code bugs triggered by those programs; it does not actively search for compile bugs that are not triggered. Compiler bugs that are not manifested by a program are not concerns for developing and deploying this particular program. Comprehensive testing compilers is a non-goal for Meissa. Recent work Gauntlet [68] focuses on testing compilers for compiler developers, which is orthogonal to Meissa.

Potential path explosion. Although evaluation results prove Meissa scales to large and complex programs, path explosion is still theoretically possible. For example, a program with few public pre-conditions weakens inter-pipeline public pre-condition filtering. In practice, we only test one type of packets at a time to avoid path explosion. Besides, when too few public pre-conditions weaken code summary, we group pre-conditions according to packet type, conduct summary separately and merge them into a full summary.

8 RELATED WORK

Programmable data plane testing. Many efforts have been proposed to test programmable data planes, but none of them managed to test programs with production scales and functionalities. p4pktgen [61] uses symbolic execution to generate test cases for P4 programs. Path explosion makes it impracticable to test large-scaled programs. It also does not test table rules and other production functionalities. PTA [18] translates P4 programs (with assumptions and assertions) into packet sender and checker programs. It requires engineers to handwrite unit tests in programs, while providing unit tests for complex data plane programs is probably costly and incomprehensive. Gauntlet [68] focuses on testing compilers with small input programs. Its model-based testing mode is too rudimentary to test production-scale programs. Compared to them, Meissa supports commonly used functionalities, scales to large programs and achieves full path coverage. p4wn [43] profiles stateful programs with a probabilistic method to perform adversarial testing with no guarantee of full coverage, which is complementary to Meissa (§7). Yardstick [86] defines and computes network-wide coverage metrics, while Meissa focuses on testing individual data plane programs.

Network verification. Many verification techniques have been proposed for data plane programs [27, 28, 31, 56, 60, 76, 79]. Aquila [79] focuses on scalability and specification complexity for production-level data plane programs. p4v [56] formally check P4 program correctness with a classic verification approach. Vera [76] leverages symbolic execution for scalable, exhaustive verification of P4 program snapshots. bf4 [27] searches possible bugs, and avoids them in runtime by adding table rules. Besides, there is a lot of work on verifying network protocols [9, 11, 19, 29, 30, 69, 73, 77, 85] and configurations [13, 14, 16, 21, 32, 34, 37, 38, 41, 42, 44, 45, 49, 58, 63, 64, 66, 71, 74, 78, 80, 82, 88–90, 93, 94, 96–98].

Applications of programmable data planes. Many network applications are implemented on programmable data planes. Some of them improve network performance or fault tolerance [48, 55, 91, 92]. Many efforts are proposed to offload functionalities to the data plane for better performance [40, 47, 52, 54, 57, 59, 62, 70, 95, 102]. Network telemetry leverages the flexibility of programmable data planes to monitor network status [15, 25, 33, 36, 98–101]. Meissa helps developers test data planes to ensure the correctness of these applications.

9 CONCLUSION

We present Meissa, a scalable network testing system for programmable data planes. Meissa leverages a domain-specific code summary technique to guarantee full path coverage. Meissa is able to test large data plane programs that cannot be supported by state-of-the-art solutions, and identify both existing and new bugs. We have deployed Meissa in production, which serves as a vital tool in the development and operation of our data plane products.
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APPENDIX

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF CODE SUMMARY
Without loss of generality, we assume a data plane program consists of a sequentially concatenated pipelines, and each pipeline contains $m$ valid paths out of $n$ possible paths.

The time complexity of the basic test case generation framework ($\mathcal{O}(n^2)$) is straightforward. It is proportional to the total number of possible paths in the entire CFG, that is, $\mathcal{O}(n^2)$.

On the other hand, the code summary technique ($\mathcal{O}(n^3)$) does not need to traverse all possible paths in the original CFG. It iterates
over each pipeline, computes public pre-conditions for it, performs
symbolic execution within this pipeline, and computes its summary.
During each iteration, the computation of public pre-conditions for
a pipeline traverses \( O(k) \) summarized pipelines with \( O(m) \) paths
each, resulting in a time complexity of \( O(m^k\cdot k + k \cdot n + k \cdot m) \). Then, symbolic
execution within a pipeline has a time complexity of \( O(n) \), while
computing its summary costs \( O(m) \) time. In total, iterating over
all pipelines has a time complexity of \( O(k \cdot m^k + k \cdot n + k \cdot m) \).
The summarizedCFG contains \( k \) pipelines with \( O(m) \) paths each.
Generating test case templates on the summarizedCFG has a time
complexity of \( O(m) \).

**B THE BASIC FRAMEWORK ACHIEVES FULL PATH COVERAGE**

This section formally proves that the basic symbolic execution
framework (Algorithm 1) achieves 100% path coverage (Definition 3).

**Theorem 4** (The basic algorithm achieves full path coverage).
Given a CFG \( G \), for any of its valid path \( \pi \), it must be discovered
by Algorithm 1, and the reported path condition \( C \) satisfies the following
\[
\forall s, C(s) \implies (\exists s', (\pi; s) \to s')
\]

**Proof.** By Definition 2, any valid path \( \pi \) must also be a possible
path, which is discovered by DFS. Thus, the proof obligation is
to show that Algorithm 1 indeed symbolically executes along \( \pi \)
(i.e., it does not early terminate) and accumulates the correct path
constraint.

Assume that path \( \pi \) is of length \( l \). We generalize the above
theorem to discuss the partial evaluation along its prefix of length \( l \).

Assume that at length \( l \), the current symbolic state \( V_l \), path
condition \( C_l \) and the partial trace \( \pi[0 : l] \) satisfies the following
\[
\forall s, C_l(s) \implies \langle \pi[0 : l]; s \rangle \to [V_l]_s
\]

At length \( l + 1 \), the current vertex corresponds to either an action
statement or a predicate statement.

1. The current vertex is of id\(_1\) \( := \text{aexp}_1 \). In this case, \( C_{l+1} = C_l \),
while \( V_{l+1} \) equals \( V_l[id_1 \leftarrow [V_l]_s \text{aexp}_1] \). By the assumption,
any initial state \( s \) satisfying \( C_{l+1}(s) \) must execute along \( \pi[0 : l] \), and further \( \pi[0: l+1] \), since the current vertex is not
a predicate. In addition, the resulting symbolic state also
equals \( [V_{l+1}]_s \).

2. The current vertex is of assume bexp\(_1 \). In this case, \( V_{l+1} = V_l \),
while \( C_{l+1} = C_l \&\& [V_l]_s \text{bexp}_1 \). By the assumption, any
initial state \( s \) satisfying \( C_l(s) \) must execute along \( \pi[0 : l] \)
and result in \( [V_l]_s \). Further, since \( ([V_l]_s \text{bexp}_1)_s \) must hold,
the current predicate bexp\(_1\) \( \langle [V_l]_s \rangle \) must evaluate to True,
and the initial state \( s \) executes along \( \pi[0 : l+1] \).

Thus, the induction hypothesis holds.

Applying this hypothesis with \( l := l \) proves the theorem. \( \square \)